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ABSTRACT 

The abnonnal condition of the TMI-2 reactor requires unique equipment 

and methods to remove the plenum assembly from the reactor vessel. De

tailed inspections of the reactor internals have been planned to assess 

existing conditions and confinn the proposed plans as of April 1, 1984 for 

removing the damaged plenum assembly in one piece. 

Preliminary examinations have shown that the plenum assembly is dis

torted and possibly might bind against the reactor vessel and core support 

shield as it is lifted. Further, fuel assembly components are stuck to the 

bottom of the plenum assembly and particulate fuel debris is deposited in 

the plenum assembly. These conditions require special equipment to free 

the plenum assembly from the reactor internals, to di slodge suspended fuel 

assembly remnants and to lift, transfer, and store che plenum assembly in 

the shallow end of the refueling canal. 

The special equipment to remove the plenum assembly is being designer! 

and built. This equipment includes an integrated video/communication in

spection system; a hydraulic jack system with a 240-ton capacity; specially 

designed tools to dislodge the end fuel assembly fittings from the plenum 

assembly; a portable work platform; and final lifting equipment and a 

transfer contamination barrier that will be used in conjunction with the 

polar crane to lift and transfer the plenum assembly. Test assemblies 

necessary to check out the performance of equi pment and trai n personnel are 

also being provided. 



SUMMARY 

The severe overheating during the March 28,1979 TMI-2 accident caused 

local distortion within the plenum assembly and gross deterioration of the 

upper region of the core. The resulting abnormal condition of the reactor 

requires unique tooling and methods to remove the plenum assembly in one 

pi ece from the reac tor ves se 1 and place it in the sha 11 ow end of the refue l

ing canal. The special equipment for removing the plenum assembly is being 

designed and built by Babcock & Wilcox. This equipment includes an inte

grated video/measurement inspection system; a hydraulic jack system with a 

240-ton capaci ty; tool s to di sl odge fuel assembly end fi tti ngs from the 

plenum assembly; a portable work platform; and final lifting equipment that 

includes a transfer contamination barrier. Test assemblies, necessary to 

checkout the performance of equi pment and trai n per~onnel, are al so pro

vided. 

The program to deve10p this equipment was initiated in early 1983, fol

lowing issuance of a Technical Specification by GPU Nuclear's Design 

Engineering and placement of an order with Babcock & Wilcox for the design 

and fabrication of the equipment. As of April 1,1984 much of the equip

ment had been des i gned and was in the process of bei ng ei ther purchased or 

fabricated. 

The special equipment needed for removing the plenum assembly is predi

cated on the assumptions listed below. 

1. The plenum assembly is to be removed in one piece. 

2. The reactor vessel head has been removed and the internals' indexing 
fixture (IIF) has been fastened to the reactor vessel flange. 

3. The IIF has been flooded with five feet of water shielding. 

4. The work platform has been mounted on the IIF. 

i i 



5. The canal will remain dry during inspection, cleaning, and initial lift 
of the plenum assembly to allow work to be done from the IIF work plat
form. 

6. To faciliate radiation protection during the transfer of the plenum as
sembly, the canal will be flooded just before the plenum assembly is 
lifted out of the reactor vessel with the polar crane. 

7. The polar crane will be rigged to the plenum after the initial lift and 
will be used to remove the plenum from the reactor vessel (through the 
indexing fixture) and transfer it to the shallow end of the canal. 

An inspection plan has been defined that will examine 10cations and com

ponents that (a) will interface with tooling, (b) are points of potential 

binding that would make lifting the plenum assembly difficult, (c) may unex

pectedly separate during lift'lng, and (d) may require cleaning. 

The planned inspection will be done using specially designed long

handl ed tool s and a state-of-the-art vi deo system. Long-handl ed tool s are 

being fabricated to pu;,ition video cameras and to measure critical fea

tures. The video system consists of three 1.6 in.-diameter Rees R-93 and 

two 2.88 in.-diameter Diamond ST-5 video cameras and associated lighting, 

controls, monitors, and recorders. An in-containment system allows the op

erator to control and monitor t:lc equipment. ll. supplement videc system is 

located in the command center for monitoring and recording activities. 

Since the plenum assembly is distorted and binding can occur, a 240-

ton, four hydraulic jack system has been designed to provide a controlled 

nine inch initial lift of the plenum assembly. Each jack contains a mech

anical follower to support the plenum assembly during non-lifting periods. 

The actual lifting operation will be conducted by personnel located at the 

347 ft elevation deck where a control station cabinet will be provided to 

allow one individual to monitor displacement and load readings for each 

jack while supervi si ng the operators of the four independent hydraul ic hand 

pumps. 

Fuel assembly end fittings and other debri s suspended from the bottom 

of the plenum assembly are planned to be removed. This action will mini

mize the transfer of radioactive material out of the reactor into the re

fueling canal and will avoid possible interference from protruding material 

during movement of the plenum assembly. Special, manually activated, slide 

hammer-type impact tool s have been designed to di sl odge the suspended end 

fitti ngs. 
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The pol ar crane, tri pod, and 1i Hi ng pendants wi 11 be useu to 1 ift the 

plenum assembly out of the vessel to a storage stand in the shallow end of 

the refueling canal. The canal will be flooded to act as shielding against 

radiation from the contaminated plenum assembly. New longer, lL'ting pen

dants and new latching devices are being designed to replace the existing 

lifting pendants. Two of these pendants will include controlled load posi

tioners to aid in aligning and leveling the plenum assembly. A flexible 

plastic container, supported on a tubular truss frame, is being designed as 

a transfer contamination barrier to maintain separation of the clean canal 

water and the contaminated plenum assembly and the reactor water. A new 

storage stand is being provided to s.upport the enclosed plenum assembly. A 

channel-supported, thin steel plate structlJn~ is being designed as a semi

permanent internal s indexing fi xture (I IF) cover to prevent long-term mi x

ing of the canal and reactor waters. 

A portable work platform has been designed with safety railing to help 

protect personnel working on the IIF platform when anyone of the floor 

plates is removed. 

Four test assemblies are being designed for use in equipment perfor

mance checkout and p~rsonnel training. These consist of: 

1. An interface test assembly that is a full-scale simulation of a section 
of the TMI-2 plenum assembly, core support cylinder, and internals in
dex ing fi xtures. 

2. A jack qualifir.ation fixture that will be used to load test individual 
jack assemblies. 

3. A jack system test assembly that will be used to evaluate the perfor
mance of the entire jack system. 

4. A final lift, transfer, and storage test ao:sembly that will be used to 
verify the operability of the final lift and transfer equipment. 

The equipment for removing the TMI-2 plenum assembly is being developed 

and win be delivered to the site on a schedule compatible with other TMI-2 

disassembly and defueling activities. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The plenum assembly in Thret~ Mile Island Unit 2 (TMI-2) was subjected 

to severe overheati ng duri ng the acci dent on March 28, 1979. Some parts of 

the 55 ton plenum assembly became hot enough to experience localized melt

ing. In other parts of this 13 ft 11 in. diameter by 12 ft 6 in. high 

stainless steel structure, the thermal expansions far exceeded the design 

clearances, thus causing high loads and distortions. Such distortions can 

cause binding since both the plenum assembly, and core support shield as

sembly (see Fi gure 1) were machi ned to close tol erances and keyed to tile 

reactor vessel to assure proper al i gnment of fuel and control rod assem

blies. Because of this potential for binding, special equipment will be 

used to free the plenum assembly from the core support shield. 

The accident transient also caused severe damage to the fuel assemblies 

in the reactor core, which in tur'n, caused large quantities of highly radio

active fuel debris to be circulated throughout the reactor coolant system. 

As a result, the plenum assembly has it thin, highly radioactive adherent 

coating in addition to light deposits of fine fuel debris. The accident 

transient al so caused the upper po:'tion of many fuel assembl i es to become 

stuck to and suspended from the bottom of the plenum assembly. Another po

tential consequence of the accident is the degradation of the structur'al in

tegrity of key bolted joints. The high pre"load stress normally applied to 

bolts combined with the high temperatures created by the accident may have 

caused bolt failure. Also, the exposure of the highly stressed bolts to 

the chemical impurities present in the reactor coolant since the accident 

may have led to stress corrosion cracking of the bolts. The integrity of 

the lifting lug bolts is of particular concern because the failure of these 

bolts, should they be used to lift the plenum assembly out of the reactor 

vessel could result in dropping the assembly. All of these accident ef

fects combine to significantly complicate removing the plenum assembly be

cause they necessitate: (a) inspections for clearance, distortion, and 
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damage; (b) special high-capacity lifting capability to overcome potential 

binding between the plenum assembly and the core support shield; (c) water 

and lead shielding to avoid excessive radiation exposure to personnel; (d) 

alternate 11fti ng pendants to reach the plenum assembly through the water 

shielding in the refueling canal and to attach to a structurally sound 

portion of the plenum assembly; and (e) contamination control barriers to 

prevent the uncontrolled spread of radioactive debris. 

Th'is report summarizes the status, as of April 1984, of the design and 

development of the speci al equi pment to remove the pl enum assembly from the 

reactor vessel at TMI-2. 

Background on the Plenum Assembly Removal Task 

Removing the fuel debris from the reactor vessel is essential to the 

long-term safety and stability of the TMI-2 plant; thus, the TMI-2 Reactor 

Di ssassemb1y and Defue1 i ng Program was organi zed to p1 an and accompl i sh the 

defue1ing operations. Key tasks cf this program are: 

1. Removing the reactor vessel head; 

2. Removing the plenum assembly; 

3. Defue1ing the core region; 

4. Cleaning and removing the remainder of the reactor internals (the core 
support shield assembly); 

5. Removing the fuel debris from the Dottom of the reactor vessel and the 
other components of the reactor coolant system; and 

6. Packaging and shipping the fuel debris to a disposal site. 

The reactor vessel head must be removed to gain access to the plenum as

sembly. Removing the plenum assembly will provide free access to the core 

region so that the fuel debris can be removed effectively. Planning for re

moving the plenum assembly began in 1980 when Bechtel North American Power 

Corporation (BNAPC), acting as the agent for General Public Utilities Ser

vice Corporation, requested that Babcock & Wilcox (B&W) prepare a technical 

plan for removing the plenum assembly. The plan was initially issued in 

November 1980; it was revised and re-issued in July 

Removal Preliminary Design Study" (PDS) was then 

Publ ic Util i ties Nl.lclear Corporation (GPU Nuclear). 
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information from the TMI-2 Quick Look and Quick Scan video inspections in

side the reactor vessel, I3&W prepal'ed and issued a Planning Study for 

Plenum Assembly Removal in January 1983. This study considered both remov

ing the plenum assembly as an intact structure and destructively dissas

sembling it. Subsequent evaluations showed that relative to the "intact" 

approach the destructive approach would take approximately 50 to 100% 

longer and would be approximately 50'%, mor~ costly in both dollars and man

rem exposure. Based on this extensive planning, (in early 1983) GPU 

Nuclear's Design Engineering group prepared and issued a Technical Spec

ification for the plenum assembly removal system and B&W was contracted to 

develop the special equipment needed to inspect and non-destructively re

move the plenum assembly from the reactor vessel. 

In accordance wi th tne requi rements of the Technical Speci fi cati (In, B&W 

is designing and deV'-21oping the sp(~cial equipment in three phases -- prelim

inary design, detailed design, and fabrication and checkout. GPU Nuclear 

has primary responsibility for the fourth phase, relating to the site opera

tion of the equipment. 

The special equipment needed for removing the plenum assembly is predi

cated on the assumptions listed below. 

1. The plenum assembly is to be removed in one piece. 

2. The reactor vessel head has been removed and the internal s I i ndexi ng 

fixture (IIF) has been fastened to the reactor vessel flange. 

3. The IIF has been flooded with five feet of water shielding. 

4. The work platform has been mounted on the IIF. 

5. The canal will remain dry during inspection, cleaning, and initial lift 

of the plenum assembly to allo'N work to be done from the I IF work p1 at

form. (A backup approach involves performing work from the refueling 

bridges should the radiation levels be excessive.) 

6. The canal will be flooded just before the plenum assembly is lifted out 

of the reactor vessel with the polar crane to facilitate radidtion 

protection during the transfer of the plenum assembly. 

7. The polar crane will be rigged to the plenum after the initial lift. and 

will be used to remove the plenum from the reactor vessel (through the 

IIF) dnd transfer it to the shallow end of the canal. 
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The sequence of events r.onsidt~red in the planninQ of th2 special equip

ment needed for plenum assembly removal is: 

1. Inspecting the plenum assembly for deformation, damage, and debris; 

2. Initial lifting of the plenum assembly using jacks; 

3. Separating fuel assemblies and fuel assembly end fittings from the 

upper grid plate, which is on the bottom of the plenum assembly (see 

Figure 1); 

4. Removing the IIF work platfonn; 

5. Final lifting and transferring of the plenum assembly using a transfer 

contamination barrier; 

6. Installing a semi-permanent cover on the IIF. 

To help synchronize the schedules for equipment development and planned 

use, the special equipment to remove the plenum assembly has been organized 

into the foll ow'l ng equi pment groups: 

1. Inspection Equipment -- includes both the inspe::tion tools and the 

video support system. 

2. Initial Lift System includes the jacking system to separate the 

plenum assembly from the core support shield and the monitoring equip

ment to support the jacking operation. 

3. End Fitting Separation and Cleaning Tools -- includes the end fitting 

separation tools and the tools for localized cleaning. 

4. Final LIft, Transfer, and Storage Equipment -- includes the equipment 

that wi 11 be used to attach the PA to the crane ri ggi ng, the transfer 

contamination barrier, the PA storage stand, and the semi-permanent IIF 

cover. 

5. Portable Work Pl atform -- i ncl udes only the portable work pl atform that 

will be used on top of the I1F work platform to provide personnel pro

tection and support. 
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6 Test Assemblies -- includes the assemblies that will be used to test 

the special equipment and will be available for training the personnel 

who will be removing the plenum assembly. Specifically, these as

semblies are: (a) the interface test -lssembly that will be used to as

sure the accessibil ity to the requi red parts of the reactor internal s; 

(b) the jack qualification fixture that will be used to load test indi

vidual jacks; (c) the jack system test assembly that will be used to 

test the function and control of the four jack system, (d} the final 

lift and transfer test assembly that will be used to test the deploy

ment and function of the contamination barrier. 

Each of the six subsequent sections of this report will be devoted to 

des.:.i bi ng the de; i gn and development .leti viti es of each of these equi i'Plent 

groups. This is an interim report which summarizes the current state of 

the design and development of this special equipment. Another report will 

be preparec dfter fabrication and checkout of the soeci al equi pmen~ to doc

ument the changes that were made in the requirements and design features 

based on new infonnation that became available as the TMI-Z defue1ing activ

ities proceeded. 

(; 



INSPECTION EQUIPMENT 

Introduction 

The plenum assembly and interfacing reactor internal components of 

TMI-2 must be inspected to asses!) the existing conditions within the reac

tor vessel and verify the method for removing the plenum assembly. These 

exami nations must be perfonned remotely and therefore requi re the i ntegra

tion of two equipment systems: a cadre of specialized long-handled inspec

tion tooling, and a state-of-the-art video system, which together can be 

used to examine, and thus assess, select areas of the reactor internals. 

As of April 1, 1984, this equipment was being procured and assembled. The 

following sections describe the areas to be inspected, the inspection tool

ing, and the supporting video system. 

Inspection Plan 

A study was made to define the inspections necessary to support remov

ing the plenum assembly. The locations of and components for inspection 

have been i dentifi ed as those that: (a) wi 11 interface with too 1 i n9, (b) 

are pOints of potential binding that would make lifting the plenum assembly 

difficult, (c) may unexpectedly separate during lifting, and (d) may re

quire cleaning. Additional inspections may be made should they be en

visioned as leading to fewer subsequent activities and less associated 

man-rem exposure. Visual observations or measurements are planned for 

three areas: the plenum cover, the core support shield (CSS) to plenum as

sembly (PA) annulu~, and the plenum assembly interior/bottom. 

Plenum Cover 

The top surfaCe of the plenum cover assembly, the keys and keyways, and 

the lifting jack locations will all be video-scanned. The general charac

ter (Le., size, quantity, distribution) of accumulated debris will be ob

served to determine if cleaning will b~ required. 
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CSS to PA Annulus 

Measurements and observations will be made within the CSS to PA annu

l us. The LOCA restrai nt boss gaps will be measured to assess structural 

distortion and evaluate misalignment and potential interferences. The bot

tom of the annulus will be video-scanned to view the existing debris condi

tions. Further, the depth of debris will be measured to determine if the 

debris will hinder subsequent operations. The vent val ves will al so be 

visually inspected to detect any structural anomal ies that may cause inter

ference with LOCA bosses during the plenum lift. 

~~m Assembly Interior/Bottom 

Several areas within the plenum cylinder and control rod guide as

semblies (eRG';;;;.) will be examined. The upper grid ring and control rod 

guide assembly bolted joints will be visually inspected at several loca

tions in the area of the hot legs to confirm the structural integrity of 

the plenum assembly. In addition, the force required to move the axial 

power shapi ng rods will be measured to dee; i de whether they shoul d be re

moved or left in place. The lowey' portion of the plenum assembly will also 

be examined from inside both the plenum cylinder and the core cavity; these 

examinations will indicate the extent of foreign material (fuel assembly 

end fi tti ngs, fuel debri s) that may need to be removed duri ng subsequent 

operations. 

Inspection Tooling Description 

The planned inspections will be performed remotely by workers operating 

from both the platform situated on the internals' indexing fixture (IIF) 

just above the reactor and from the modified auxiliary refueling bridge 

that is at a higher elevation. The tools can be operated from either loca

tion depending on operator efficiency and the expected man-rem exposure. 

Video cameras and tool ends INill be positioned for inspection using 

special long-handled manipulators. Most of these tool arrangements will be 

connected to an overheaci crane thl~ough a load counter balancer. This ar

rangement will give the operator freed~m to properly position the tool 

without having the added burden of supporting the 70 to 120 pound too1(s). 
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All inspection tooling consists of a tool handle and a tool end. All 

tool ha.ndles and tool ends are interchangeable with one another except for 

the APSRA depth-gauge/handling tool. which is a special design due to its 

load requirements. Two sets of tool handles are provided: one set is 

sized to work from the refue 11 n9 bri dge; the other set, to work from the 

IIF work platform. 

Additional equipment is provided to support inspection tool operation. 

This equipment consists of a dynamometer. a gauge-sighting device, tempo

rary tool racks, a permanent tool storage rack, and tool strong-back for up

ending the long. horizontally assembled tools. 

Camera Manipulators 

Thert:. are two ways to position the cameras used in the inspection ac

tivities. They can be manipulated with either a camera cable and draw wire 

or a camera-handling tool assembly with the type of positioning dictated by 

specific viewing requirements. 

The cable des i gn cons i sts of the camera cab 1 e and a draw wi re. The 

camera is free-hangi ng from its cab 1 e wi th tile draw wi re attached to the 

camera. This design allows the camera to be positioned in areas unacces

sible by a pole. However, proper placement of this flexible arrangement 

will depend on the operator's skill in manipulating the cables and in in

terpreting the visual feedback from the camera as it is being positioned. 

The camera handling tool assembly consists of a camera handling tool 

end, cam~ra winch assembly, camera cable, Rees R-93 camera, and a tool 

handle. with this setup, the operator can remotely position the camera in 

predefi ned , ocat ions wi thout hea vily dependi ng on vi sua 1 feedback from the 

camera. The twenty foot-long camera handling tool end is 1 3/4 in. 00 x 

1/8 in. wa"ll stainless steel tube with a pivoting camera clamp welded to 

the bottom end of the tube. l !)ottom pl ug is wel ded to the top of the tube 

for coupling with the tool handle. 

The tool handle assembly is a 2 in. square x 1/8 -in. wall aluminum 

tube, with a removal hoist ring attached to the top end of the handle. 

Cutouts are provider.! in the top handle for routing the camera cable and 

camera draw wire. The smaller cutout has a pull ey "'lssembly wel ded across 
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its opening for operating the CamE!ra draw wire. Two rings are welded at 

specific locations on the handle for mounting the handle in a tool storage 

rack • 

Measurement Tools 

Rigid, long-handled tools are used to perform inspections requiring di

rect measurements to assess plenum assembly distortion. A~l tools are de

signed to work within given physical constraints and provide the appropri

ate accuracy. 

The LOCA boss gap measurement tool assembly consists of a tool handle 

(previously described), tool end, gap measurement device, camera cable, and 

Rees R-93 camera with a fixed right angle lens. The tool end consists of a 

14 ft section of 13/4 in. OD x 1/8 in. wall stainless steel tubing with a 

1 3/4 in. bend to offset the end of the tube and properly align the camera 

lens with the LOCA boss gaps. A non-pivoting camera clamp is welded to the 

lower portion of the tube, and a bottom plug is welded to the top portion 

of the tube for coupling to the tool handle. The gap measurement device 

consists of a scale welded to a special clamp designed to position the 

scale in front of the Rees camera right angle lens. With the scale and 

LOCA restraillt gaps both in the field of view, the gaps can be measured to 

within an accuracy of ±1/32 in. 

The fuel assembly end fitting probe assembly consists of a tool handle, 

tool end, and sl ide hammer. The tool handle is the same as that described 

above. The tool end comprises a 16 ft section of 11/4 in. OD x 0.188 in. 

wall stainless steel tube. A nine inch stainless steel tip is fitted and 

welded to one end of the tube. A bottom plug fits on the outside diameter 

of the other end and is wel ded in p1 ace. The bottom pl ug is square on the 

outside ior coupling into the tool handle. The slide hammer assembly con

s'ists of a stainless steel hammer, a stainless steel hammer sl ide, cap, 

socket, and hoist ring. The hammer weighs approximately three pounds and 

has four inches of travel on the hammer slide. This slide hammer assembly 

mounts in place of the hoist ring on the tool handle. 

The APSRA depth gauge/handling tool consists of a tool handle, exten

sion, tool end pole, modified APSRA male coupling, and slide hammer as

sembly. The tool handle is a 11/2 in. OD x 0.188 in. wall stainless steel 
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tube. Two 1 1/8 in. OD x 0.188 wall stainless steel tube sections are 

pinned and wel ded to eClch end of the tool har,dle for coupl i ng wi th the 

slide hammer assembly ana the extension piece or tool end pole. A modified 

APSRA male coupling is fitted to the tool end pole and is pinned and welded 

in place. The slide hammer assem~·,y is mounted to the top of the tool 

handle and is held in place with a positive locking pin. The slide hammer 

assembly is the same as that described above. 

The debris probe tool assembly consists of a tool handle and a debri s 

probe tool end. The tool end (debri s probe) compri ses a 16-foot sect·j on of 

stainless steel rod (debris rod), one end of which is bored out to accommo

date a stainless steel point which is welded in place. The other end of 

the debris. rod fits into a bottom plug and is welded in place. The bottom 

plug is square on the outside to couple to the tool handle. 

There are several auxiliary pieces of equipment in addition t.: these 

long-handled tools. A gauge-sighting device, which cC'lsists of a rail 

clamp with a leveling/sighting device welded to it, is used with the APSRA 

depth gauge to obtain readings accurate to within ±1/16 inch. A temporary 

tool rack consisting of two support legs, a rack, latch, and guide plate is 

designed to mount to standard round-hand rails and hold up to two inspec

tion tools. A permanent tool storage rack assembly, comprising a rack and 

six latches, is designed to hold up to six inspection tools. An 8000 pound 

capaci ty Dill on dynamameter is used wi th the APSRA depth gauge/handl i ng 

tool to control the amount of force applied during attempts to lift a stuck 

APSRA. A tool strongback assembly consisting of two sections of 5 x 5 x 

1/2 in. aluminum angle spliced together is used to up-end the long-handled 

too15 c.fter they are assembled horizontally in the reactor building. 

Video System 

The video system designed for TMI-2 has two bas~c parts -- the in-con

tai nment equi pment porti on and the command center equi pment. The i n-con

tainment system primarily acquires the information and provides immediate 

monitoring and control of the video equipment by the operator manipulating 

the tool s. The command center provi des control for moni tori ng and record

ing operations from outside the Y'eactor building. 
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Although the video system was developed specifically for plenum as

sembly removal activities, general provisions have been incorporated into 

its design in anticipl1tion of t~eil' use in subsequent reactor recovery op

erations. Several sets of selection criteria were used in choosing the 

video cameras and supporting equipment. Initially. specifications relating 

to the technical aspects of the cameras were written and camera designs 

from various manufacturers were compared with the specifications. The 

specifications dealt with such areas as sensitivity, shades of gray defini

tion, resolution, scan linearity, and signal-to-noise ratio. Those units 

meeting the specifications were subjected to proof tests to ascertain the 

adequacy of their performance in reactor vessel environments. Both the 

cameras and potential auxiliary lighting units were tested underwater for 

their abilities to view prototypical hardware in turbid water. Turbidity 

ranged from clear to virtually opaque when viewed from Jutside the contain

er with the naked eye. The camera units found satisfactory after this 

proof testing were compared with one another on the basis of past experi

ence wi th the manufacturer and avai 1 abi 1 i ty of peripheral equi pment and 

controls. 

In-Containment System 

The in-containment initiol inspection eqUipment comprises thref~ cabi

nets to house the in-containment video systems -- two to hold the camera 

controls and associated electronic equipment, and another to store the 

cameras and cables when not in use. (There is also a portable rack with 

three, six-inch video monitors should the stationary system not be within 

easy access of the operators.) 

The two control cabinets are each 22 x 47 x 22 in. (w x h x d) and will 

hold all camera controls, light controls, monitors, and the audio base re

peater untt (Figure 2). The entire system comprises five cameras/control 

units; eight lights, some with reflectors; six nine-inch monitors; and one 

audio base repeater station. The camera system has three Rees R-93 units 

and two Diamond ST-5 units. These cameras are all completely sealed, stain

less steel housed underwater units. 

The Rees units are smaller (1.6 in. in diameter) than the Diamond 

cameras (2.88 in. in diameter) and will be used in instances that make it 

necessary to place the cameras in very space-restricted areas, i.e., 
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through the control rod guide assemblies or through the narrow annular 

space between the pl enum cover and the core support shi e1 d (see Fi gure 1 

for nomenclature). Both types of units have focus and iris controls and 

are capable of either straight or right-angle viewing. All five cameras 

have integral lighting, although auxiliary lighting is also provided. 

The control cabinets also contain spare Diamond and Rees camera con

trol s, should a unit unexpectedly fail. Each of the five camera control s 

feed a Conrac SNA nine inch monitor and automatically assigrs a permanent 

camera identifying number. The sixth monitor is a spare. Tne output sig

nals to the command center will come directly from the six video monitors. 

The lighting portion of the in-containment system provide for up to 

eight lights with individually controlled intensity. Three of the lights 

will be standard Hydro Products SQ-500 units; five will be modified lights 

that will illuminate areas with access of less than 2.3 in. in diameter. 

These modified lights will be provided with a reflector that will limit the 

light beam to a 1800 pattern. 

The audio communications between the camera/tool i ng operators and the 

command center will be handled by the Earmark Duplex Portable Base Repeater 

Station. This unit will receive the RF signal from the operators' mikes 

vi a the antennas on top of 0ne of the cabi nets and trans fer it to the com

mand center through two, twisted-shielded pairs. Should the control con

soles not be near the tool operators, a rack with three, six inch monitors 

can be attached to the hand rails of the modified auxiliary refueling 

bridge or the portable work platform. This monitor rack, though more por

table than the large control cabinets, has no controls for the video 

cameras or lights. It proviJes a repeat of selected images monitored at 

the contro"j cabinets and is provided to aid the tool operator manipulate 

tool s. 

Provisions for in-building storvge and decontamination are provided by 

a stainless stEel equipment locker with storage space for a11 camera 

cables, camera light cables, and lights. The storage cabinet is approxi

mately 72 x 48 x 18 in. (w x h x d). 
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Command Center System 

The command center system consists of a desk top console with three 

side-by-side racks each 22 x 28 x 22 in. (w x h x d). The console contains 

a direct viewing monitor, camera signal di~tribution amplifiers, camera sig

nal identi fiers, and two video cassette recorders (VCRs) with record/pl ay

back monitors that can be switched to view camera signals with picture iden

tification information. The system includes all camera selection switchers 

for each monitor and VCR. (Figure 3). 

The system can accommodate four camera signals, each feeding a distribu

tion amplifier module which in turn feeds both the switcher of the live mon

itor Jl'ld the video identifier/switcher combination. Also coming from these 

video distribution amplifiers will be two spare, unidentified, high-resolu

tion signals available for display on other monitors. The identifier/ 

switcher will add a time/date/camera number and a 16-character message to 

the video signal. The outputs of the switcher/identifier will be fed to 

four additional distribution ampl Hier modules. These modules will, in 

turn, feed a s1x-position switcher for each of the two nine inch monitors 

and a four-posi tion switcher for each of the two VCRs. The VCRc; will feed 

one position on the six position switchers for record/plilyback viewing on 

the nine inch monitors. There will be two video outputs available from the 

switcher/identifier for display on other monitors. 

One viewing monitor, the Conrac SNA-17, will be switchable to any of 

four camera input signals. This monitor will have a direct input from the 

ampl ified high-resol ution signal' of the camera that will be unaffected by 

high-frequency roll-off in either the video identifiers or the video record

ers and thus wiil provide the higheo;t quality picture. Picture identifica

tion will be provided by the lighted number displaY2d on the switcher of 

this monitor. 
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INITIAL LIFTING EQUIPMENT 

Inttuduction 

Ordinarily, the polar crane is used to remove a plenum assembly from 

normal reactors. However, the severe conditions resulting from the acci

dent at TMI-2 have caused the plenum assembly to be distorted, which in 

turn, has restricted the way in Imich the assembly can be lifted (e.g., the 

clearances provided for free movement may be closed, cau~ing the plenum as

sembly to be bound in the core support shield). To provide a controlled 

lift under such conditions, a high-lift capacity jack system has been de

signed to lift of the plenum assembly the first nine inches from the core 

support shield. 

Before the jack system was designed, studies were conducted to deter-

mine the optimum number, arrangement, size, and type of jacks. These 

studies concluded that: 

1. Four jacks could be installed at each of the "WI), "X", "Y", and "I" 

axes of the plenum cover. 

2. Up to 60-ton standard hydraulic jack cylinders could be incorporated 

into a jack assembly that could be installed and operated in the avail

able space between the plenum assembly and the core support shield. 

3. The 240 ton combi ned 1 itt capaci ty of the four jack assembl i es, at more 

than four times the design we'ight of the plenum assembly, should be ade

quate. If the plenum assembly cannot be freed with a 240 ton vertical 

force, means other than increased 1 i ft force, such as hi gh energy impac

tors, would be required to supplement the jacks. 

As of April 1, 1984, the final design of the jack system had been com

pleted and procurement activities initiated. 
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Descri..l:!tion 

Lifting Jack System 

The lifting jack system comprises four lifting jack assemblies in

stalled on the plenum assembly and a control station located at the south 

end of the refueling canal on the 347 ft ~levation of the reactor building. 

Hydraulic, air, and electrical lines connect the jacks to the control sta

tion. The video system, described previously, is used to assist the opera

tors in installing the jacks and monitoring select areas of the plenum as

sembly while it is being lifted. Installation tools and miscellaneous 

cable and camera mounting equipment round out the system. 

The lifting jack assemblies are installed on the plenum cover in the 

triangular area formed by the inters€!cting plenum ribs at each of the four 

vessel axes. The jack assembly extends down into the 2 3/4 in. annulus be

tween the pl enum cyl i nder top fl ange and the core support shi el d and 1 i fts 

under the plenum ribs. (See Figure 1 for reactor component arrangement 

nomenc1ature.) As the ~ack lifts the plenum assembly, it pushes down on 

the top of the core support shield flange. The hydraulic, air, and electri

cal 1 ines are grouped by jack and are carefully routed to s impl i fy mai nte

nance and avoid interference with subsequent operations. 

The actual 1 i fti n9 operati on wi 11 be conducted by personnel located on 

the 347 ft elevation deck. The equipment will be arranged so that one in

dividual can monitor the various jack assembly instruments \ ile supervis

i ng each of the operators of the four independent hydraul i chand JYUmps. No 

personnel will be located on the internals indexing fixture work platform 

during the lifting operation. 

Lifting Jack Assembly 

The 1iftir.g jack assembly consists of a hydraulic jack cylinder, a 

special mainframe structure, a mechanical ,follower, and two displacement 

transducers. (See Figure 4 for a pictorial view of the lifting jack as

semb 1y. ) 
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The hydraulic jack cylinder is a double acting, hollow plunger design, 

with a rated load capacity of 60 tons and a stroke of 10 1/8 in. n,e 17-4 

PH stainless steel jack cylinder is 6 1/4 in. in diameter and 18 1/16 in. 

in length. The hollow plunger has an inner diameter- of 2 1/8 in. The jack

iflgJoot is attachect to the bottom of the hollow plunger and extends down

ward to push against the top of the core support shield fl<'nge. The lower 

end of the jack cylinder threads directly into the base of the special main

frame of the jack assembly. 

The stainless steel special ma'inframe is an intennediate structure that 

transmi ts the fo'tce from thE! hydraul ic cyl i nder to the pl enum assembly. 

The jack base houses the jack cylinder. Suspended from the jack base 

through heavy links and shear pins is the lifting lug support leg. This 22 

in. long by 2 1/4 in. thick leg is shaped to confonn to openings defined by 

the plenum support ribs and the 2 3/4 in. annulus between the plenum as

sembly and the core support shield. Two upposing, extendable lifting lugs 

are located in the support leg. These lugs are hydraul ica11y extended to 

form jack lifting surfaces under each of the arIjacent plenum dhs. Above 

each plenum rib, in the jack bdse, is a threaded take up sturl that, when 

tightened, will lock the jack assembly to the plenum cover. 

A mechani cal foll ower is incorporated into eac~ jack to provi de mech

anical support of the plenum assembly when the hydraul i i: jack pressure is 

relieved. Such hydraulic depressurization is planned during various lift 

"hold" point activities, such as end fitting separation, to minimize the 

potential for leakage of hydraulic fluid frcm the high pressure system. 

The follower is a two inch diameter Acme threaded shaft extending through 

the hollow plunger of the jack cylinder. An air driven motor is located on 

top of the jack. f)uring operation, the motor will continuously hold the 

mechanical follower against the jacking foot, advancing as the hydraulic 

cylinder is extended. Thus, as the hydraulic pressure to the jack is re

lieved, the load of the plenum assembly will be transferred to the mechani

cal follower. 

Each lifting jack assembly has two displacement transducers for remote 

readout of the jack lift position. Both transducers are mounted on the 

mainframe with one measuring plunger movement and the other indicating cor

responding displacement of the mectianical follower. These transducers are 
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accurate to within ±O.OI5 in. and consist basically of a cable wrapped 

around a mandrel that is connected to a potentiometer. A digital output is 

supplied to the control station. 

A bull's eye level supplements the displacement transducers, providing 

a direct measure of the plenum assembly's levelness during both initial and 

final lifting. This level is mounted on a frame installed on top of one of 

the plenum assembly control rod guide tubes. The frame also supports a 

video camera that transmits & visual image of the level to the video 

monitor at the control station. 

Control Station 

The control station consists of the necessary remote control and moni

toring equipment for the initial lift of the plenum assembly. The control 

cabinet (Figure 5) contains individual jack readouts for jack displacement, 

mechanical follower position, hydraulic pressure, and air pressure. The 

cabinet also contains the on/off and forward/reverse valves for controlling 

the air motors on the mechanical followers. Adjacent to the cabinet are 

the individual, manually operated hydraulic pumps that control the lift 

force and displacement of lifting jack assemblies. 

The in-containment video system, described previously, provides support 

for the initial lift operations. Video cameras and lights will be sus

pended from the plenum assembly to view select locations within the plenum 

assenDly and core cavity. The controls and monitors for this equipment 

will be located adjacent to the control station. 
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END FITTING SEPARATION AND CLEANING TOOLS 

Introduction 

During the TMI-2 accident. the upper half of most of the fuel rods over

heated and deteriorated. creating a cavity in the upper region of the core. 
Remote video examinations of the cavity show that several fuel assembly up

per end fittings either fell or were highly ablated leaving numerous empty 

locations in the bottom of the plenum assembly. However, the video examina

tions al so show that many fuel assembly end fittings and fuel rods remain 

suspended from the underside of the plenum assembly, and in some areas, 

many rows of fuel rods extend well into the cavity. The amount of radioac

tive fuel, both within the suspended fuel rods and the depo~;ts of fine par

ticulate debris, is not insignificant. To minimize the amount of radioac

tive material' transported out of the vessel and prevent the suspended 

material from interfering with the planned transfer of the plenum assembly, 

special tools are being developed to separate the end fittings from the 

plenum assembly. 

The cleaning equipment, originally included in the scope of work for moving 

deposits of loose debris from the plenum assembly to the rubble bed, ;s not 

being developed. This decision was based on video inspections (limited) 

that showed that there were no deposits of debris on the plenum assembly. 

Further, cleaning equipment of the type originally being considered would 

not have been very effecti ve on many of the contaminated surfaces and its 

operation could cause tUl'bidity that would inhibit subsequent operations 

involving video support. As a result, the cleaning equipment has been 

1 imited to pole-mounted, brush and scraper-type tool s that may be requi red 

to support inspection and jack installation activities. 
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Before designing end fitting separation tools, proof-of-principle tests 

were conducted to quantify design requirements and test initial tool con

cepts. A test fixture representing a control rod guide assembly and a 2 x 

3 grid array for suspending fuel assembly end fittings was designed and fab

ricated. Tests were conducted on end fittings that were force fit, silver 

brazed, and wel ded into the grid array. A 10ng-handl ed, sl ide hammer tool 

was used to impart a controlled energy impact to the end fitting. This 

test demonstrated that force-fit and s 11 ver-brazed end fitti ngs cou1 d be 

separated by applying force in the center of the end fitting with a manual

ly activated long-handled impact tool. However, if an end fitting is effec

tively welded to a grid pad (a much more severe condition than expected to 

exist in the TMI-2 plenum assembly), a chisel type tool would be required 

to cut the weld. Based on the results of these tests, development of man

ually activated impact tools (without the chisel feature) were initiated. 

A second proof-of-princip1e test was done to assess the viability of a 

preliminary tool design intended to reach end fittings adjacent to control 

rod guide tubes (CRGTs). One of the tools is deSigned to be operated 

through the CRGT. This tool has an "h" shaped tool end that will impact 

the end fitting at the CRGT location and then be moved laterally so that 

the leg extends through the three-inch wide flow slot in the CRGT to access 

the adjacent end fitting. The test showed that physical constraints within 

the CRGT prevented the fixed-leg, "h" tool from consistently dislodging end 

fittings in locations adjacent to CRGTs. Information from this test was 

used to develop a pi voti ng leg "h" shaped tool to overcome the probl em. 

The end fitting separation and cleaning tool group consists of three 

types of impact tools and a long-handled cleaning tool with two types/sizes 

of interchangeable brush and scraper tool ends. In addition to the pivot

ing leg impact tool previously mentioned, there is a straight tool and an 

offset tool, both used to separate end fi ttings located around the periph

ery of the core that cannot be effectively reached through the control rod 

guide tubes. These tools are described in subsequent paragraphs. 

As of April 1, 1984, the above tools hao Geen designed and were undergo

ing review by GPU Nuclear personnel. 
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Description 

End Fitting Separation Tools 

These 22 to 23 ft long and 55 to 65 pound tools will be installed and 

operated from the internals' indE!xing fixture (IIF) wo;"k platform. An over

head crane will assist the operators during the repositioning on the tools. 

Each of the three impact tools are similar and consist of a ram, a main 

body that includes the tool end, and an indexing tube. A removable pin 

holds the components together during handling, but once the tool is in

stalled, the pin is remo~ed to allow manual operation of the ram. 

The ram for the "h" tool is a 20 ft length of 5/8 in. diameter stain

less steel rod with a hand grip with a lifting bail. The ram for the two 

other tool sis a foot longer. These 25 pound rams, when 1 if ted three feet 

and manually pulled downward, can impose up to 150 foot-pounds or more of 

energy on the tool end. This energy level has been shown in a pl"oof-of

principle test to dislodge end fittings that are force-fit and silver

brazed to the plenum assembly grid pads. 

The ram slides up and down in the main body which is a 20 ft long, 7/8 

in. diameter by 0.11 in. wall stainless steel tube. A large tee handle is 

located at the top of the tube as an aid to the operator during tool posi

tioning and operation. Graduated marks, applied to the top of the tube are 

used, in conjunction with the indexing tube, to indicate the actual posi

tion of the end fitting relative to the plenum assembly and measure its dis

placement following each impact. The tool end is welded to the bottom of 

the tube. Welded to the side of the "h" tool main body is a 1/4 in. diam

eter tube which guides and protects the draw wire cable used to actuate the 

pivoting leg of the tool end. 

The tool ends are designed to be positioned in the center of the end 

fittings, mating with either the coupling assembly of control components or 

the holddown latch feature of those end fittings that do not have control 

components. The tool end of the "h" tool, as the name impl ies, has two 

legs: one, a fixed leg, that mates with the control rod coupling within 

the CRGT; the other, a pivoting leg, that extends through a flow slot in 

the CRGT and mates with the burnable poison rod coupling assembly in the 

adjacent fuel assembly location. The tool end legs are machined from 7/8 
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in. thick stainless steel plate to transmit a high percentage of the impact 

energy to the end fitting. The tool end of the straight tool is a one inch 

diameter rod with a truncated cone end. This tool end can be used to dis

lodge end fittings either with or without control components. 

The offset tool is used to impact and di sl odge the ten peri pheral fuel 

assembly end fittings adjacent to the reactor outlet nozzles. The reinforc

ing plates that are welded to the -inside of the plenum cylinder interfere 

with the straight tool, thus requiring the offset tool to be used. This 

tool end uses a one by two inch stainless steel bar to provide a 5 1/2 in. 

offset. 

The aluminum index tube surrounds the top of tool's In.ain body and ex

tends from just below the tee handle to plenum assembly. The index tube on 

the "h" tool rests on the top spacer in the CRGTs, while the index tube on 

both the straight and offset tools rests on the plenum cover. 

Cleaning Tools 

The cleaning tool consists of a tele,,::Jping aluminum tube handle and 

four interchangeable brush or scraper tool ends. The tube handle which 

weighs 12 pounds can be extended from 12 ft to 24 ft so that surfaces from 

the top to bottom of the plenum can be cleaned by Rersonnel operati ng from 

the IIF p 1 a tform. 

The stainless steel scraper tool ends consist of a one inch-wide in

clined blade for scraping vertical surfaces and a three inch-wide straight 

blade for horizontal surfaces. 

cleaning horizontal surfaces. 

There are two wi re brush attachments for 

Both attachments use a four inch-long by 

5/16 in.-wide brush, having two inCh-long, 0.03 in. diameter stainl~ss 

steel wire bristles and differ only in offset from the centerline of the 

tool. The differing offset increases the variety of surfaces that can be 

reached and cleaned by the brushes. 
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FINAL LIFT, TRANSFER, AND STORAGE EQUIPMENT 

Introduction 

Under nOI'ma1 condHions, the plenum assembly is 1 if ted from the reactor 

vessel by its lifting lugs and transferred to its storage stand with no 

water shi e1 di ng in the refuel i ng canal. However, the 1 i fti ng 1 ug bolts of 

the TMI-2 plenum assembly may have been damaged during the reactor tran

sient. Furthermore, the plenum assembly is highly contaminated with radio

active debris that requires shielding and contamination control. There

fore, the final lift, transfer, and storage equipment must be designed to 

cope wHh these unique conditions while providing adequate safety margins 

and radiation protection. 

Since the refueling canal will be filled with water to shield the TMI-2 

plenum assembly as it is lifted from the reactor vessel, new extra long pen

dants are needed to reach the plenum assembly through the canal water wi th

out submerging and contaminating the crane rigging. The new pendants must 

also be equipped with new lifting attachments for grasping the plenum as

sembly without using the potentially weakened lifting lugs. And, to mini

mize radiation exposure and comply with ALARA practices, contamination con
trol barriers and covers are needed to prevent radioactive materi a1 from 

excessively contaminating the refueling canal water. A new storage stand 
is also needed to support the plenum assembly without interfering with or 

puncturing the contamination control barrier. 

The final lift, transfer, and storage equipment has been divided into 

the following subgroups of equipment: lifting equipment, transfer contami

nation barrier and associated equipment, storage stand, and semi -permanent 

cover for the internals indexing fixture. {TtJe arrangement of this equip

ment is shown in Figure 6.) 
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Figure 6. Final lift, transfer and storage equipment arrangement. 
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As of April 1, 1984 a preliminary design of this equipment had been com

pleted. 

Equipment Description 

lifting Equipment • 
The nonnal plenum assembly handling eqUipment was reviewed to determine 

whether or not it could be used in removing the TMI-2 plenum assembly. The 

existing pendants were found to be too short (only 7 1/4 ft) to be used 

with a flooded refueling canal. Furthermore, the questionable structural 

integrity of the plenum lifting lug bolts necessitate that the pendants 

have lifting attachment devices that can grasp and lift the plerum assembly 

without using the lifting lugs. Thus, new extra long pendants with special 

lift attachment devices (lifting block assemblies) are being designed. 

Three new pendant assemblies are required to attach to the existing in

ternals' handling fixture (tripod). One pendant is a fixed-length pendant, 

34 ft long. The other two pendants are designed with load positioners 

(Hydra-Set, Model E) so that thei r 1 ength can be vari ed from 33 1/2 ft to 

34 1/2 ft. The adjustable pendants are needed to keep the plenum assembly 

level as it is being lifted from the reactor vessel. Each load positioning 

pendant includes a set of commercial carbon steel swivel links to allow ro

tation so that the load gauge can be easily read. 

The upper end of each pendant will have a forged carbon steel connect

i n9 1 i nk that will be pi nned to the tri pod c1 evi s p1 ates wi th 5 1/2 in. 

pi ns. The pendants wi 11 be attached to the tri pod in the TMI -2 reactor 

buil di ng using centeri ng sl eeves or spacers to keep each pendant. '11 nk in 

the center of its clevis. The fixed-length pendant is attached to the tri

pod leg that will be positioned 15 0 from the W-axis toward the X-axis. The 

other two pendants will be 1200 on either side of the fixed pendant. The 

lower end of each pendant has a stainless steel lift~l"lg block assembly that 

automatically locks under the plenum cover assembly and can be pneumatical

ly disengaged only when it is not under load. 

The preliminary design of the lifting block assemblies consist of a 

main block, reaction blocks. spherical nut, minor parts. and fasteners. 
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The pendant loa~ is carried through the spherical nut and main block into 

the bottom side of the plenum flange. The tapered reaction block matches a 

taper on the main block and adjusts to fill the radial opening between the 

two plenum upper flanges, locking the lifting block in place. The lifting 

block assemblies are connected to the upper portion of the pendants with 

two lengths of stainless steel bars connected with a single threaded stain

less steel coupling. Thus, all parts of the pendant that will be submerged 

in the contaminated refueling canal water will be made of stainless steel. 

The preliminary design of the pendant and lifting block assemblies are 

designed and stress analyzed to the requirements of ANSI-N14.6. Also, the 

lifting block assemblies are designed so that stresses in the plenum as

sembly comply with the all owable stresses of the ASME Boil er and Pressure 

Vessel Code Section III, Subsection NG. 

Transfer Contamination Barrier 

A transfer contamination barrier nCB) has a dual purpose: to minimize 

mixing between the contaminated water in the reactor vessel and plenum as

sembly with the clean water used to fill the refueling canal, and to mini

mi ze the spread of radi oact i ve debri s duri ng pl enum 1 ift, trans fer, and 

storage. The TCB is a cylindrical structure about 14 ft 5 in. in diameter 

by 14 ft 6 in. tall. This large, truss-like structure will be assembled in 

the reactor building from a collapsed condition small enough to pass 

through the personnel hatch. Self-locking pins will be used in the final 

assembly of the tubular stainless steel truss structure that will then be 

covered with an inverted bag made of flexible reinforced plastic. The 

assembled TCB is suspended from the tripod with the lifting pendants hang

ing through openings in the top of the TeR. 

The bottom of the TCB and thl~ top of the internal s indexi ng fixture 

(IIF) will be closed with sheets of reinforced plastic rolled from a spool. 

The two cover sheets will be roll ed on a common spool that will be i n

stalled on one side of the IIF (see Figure 6). A take-up spool will be in

stalled on the opposite side to allow the cover sheets to be drawn between 

the TeB and the IIF after the plenum assembly has been lifted 1/2 in. above 

the IIF to allow passage of the plastic sheets. The feed and take-up 

spools are part of the 15 ft 3 in. square stainless steel closure frame 
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assembly which fi ts on and is clamped to the top of the IIF; they are re

motely operated while submerged in the canal water. After the plenum as

sembly ;s lifted into the TCB, draw cables will be used to remotely close 

and secure the bottan closure to the TCB membrane and frame. The IIF clo

sure sheet stays in place forming a temporary barrier over the reactor ves

sel. 

Storage Stand 

The new storage stand ;s dl~signed to support the plenum assembly en

closed within the TeB. The stor'age stand will be a segmented ri ng 14 ft 5 

in. in diameter fabricated of 1/2 in. thick stainless steel plate approxi

mately 10 in. high with integral bearing pads to support the plenum as

semb1y. A soft plastic seal will be provided between the segmented ring 

and the liner of the canal floor to form a secondary seal for the bottom of 

the plenum assembly. 

Semi-Permanent IIF Cover 

After the plenum assembly has been removed from the reactor vessel and 

placed on the storage stand, the temporary plastic sheet covering the IIF 

will be replaced by a semi-permanent IIF cover. The purpose of the stain

less steel cover is to minimize the mixing of the contaminated water in the 

reactor vessel with the clean water in the refueling canal. This cover 

will be fabricated in sections to allow it to be carried through the person

nel hatch. It will have connections for a water cleanup system to process 

the contaminated water in the reactor vessel. 

Monitoring Equipment 

In addition to the major equipment items, as described above, support 

or accessory equipment items such as monitoring, viewing, and lighting 

equipment will be used for the plenum assembly final lift and transfer to 

canal storage. In many instances, equipment used in pt'ev;ous operations 

will continue to be used for the final lift operations. 

During the final lift of the plenum assembly, this equipment will moni

tor component levelness, load, ,alld movement in order to minimize the pos

sibility of binding and to aid in its correction if some binding should 
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occur'. P1 enum assembly level ness will be monitored by the level described 

in the section of this report on initial lift equipment. Load and movement 

will be monitored by observing the load positioners des~ribed above. Video 

observations, if required, will use the video systems and lighting de

scribed in the section of this report on initial inspection equipment. 
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PORTABLE WORK PLATFORM 

Introduction 

A portable work. platfonn equipped with safety railing will be used to 

help protect personnel work·tng on the I IF platfonn when anyone of the 

floor plates is removed. The specific operations perfonned from the I IF 

platform will depend on the existing radiation levels and may include per

forming initial in!;pections, installing initial lift equipment, separating 

suspended fuel assembly end fitt; ngs, and removi ng loose debri s (if re

quired). As of 1 April 1984, the portable work p1atfonn had been designed 

and was being procured. 

Description 

Because of the various sizes and shapes of the I1F work platfonn floor 

plates, several unique guardrail structures were originally envisioned. 

This concept of several work platforms has evolved into a single universal 

design platform compatible with any location in the IIF. 

The portable work platfonn consists of a large steel plate having a 

central access hole surrounded by guard railing. All of the platform's 

componerts are made of 304 stainless steel. The plate exterior is sized to 

span the largest opening in the IIF platform. The platfonn's base provides 

a place for the operator to stand while working over an open hole in the 

floor of the IIF platfonn. The secured safety railings can support tooling 

and operator's leaning against them to perfonn various operations. The cen

ter hole is large enough to perm'it equipment to be installed and operated, 

but still small enough for the operators to comfortal)ly reach and maneuver 

~ools. An overhead crane is required to move the portable work platfonn; 

however, once moved, the p1atfonn does not need to be locked into position. 
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The portable work platfonn is designed without shielding on the expec

tation that radiation levels will be tolerable. However, the structure can 

support one in. of l~ad on the plate and railing (but design changes would 

be necessary to affix the shielding). Four lifting lugs are used in moving 

and positioning the portable work platfonn on the IIF platform. 

The base of the portable work platfonn consists of a 3/8 in.-thick 

steel plate with a 2 ft 9 in. by 7 ft 6 in. access hole. The overall tiimen

sions of the base plate are 6 ft wide by 10 ft 9 in. long. The corners of 

the base plate are cut at 45° angles to make it compatible with the orienta

tion of the steel framing of the IIF platform. 

Four-inch high rectangular structural steel tubing is welded all 

around the perimeter of the access hole to serve as a stiffeni n9 member and 

help resist bending of the platfonn; it also serves both as a toe plate to 

prevent any miscellaneous tools or equipment from being inadvertently 

kicked through the access hole into the reactor internals and as a support 

for mounting the handrails. The four lifting lugs are welded to the top of 

the rectangular tubing. 

Three, 3/8 in.-thick cover plates are included in the design as a con

tingency in the event that a smaller hole is desired either for shielding 

or closer access, or when the hole must be campl et~ly covered shaul d work 

be stopped. These plates can support lead shielding, as well as worker and 

equipment weight. Each plate has four lifting handles. 

The perimeter of the portable work platform access area is equipped 

with safety railing. This railing is made of 1 1/4 in. diameter Schedule 

40 pipe and comprises separate sections for each side of the existing hole. 

There a re two end p~ eces each spa nn i ng 39 in., and six side pi eces each 

spanning 21 1/8 in. All sections consist of two, 42 in.-high posts con

nected by cross pieces at 2 ft and 3 ft 6 in. above the platform floor 

level. Each railing post is welded to a 5/8 in.-thick mounting plate that 

is then connected to the base plates on the tubing with 5/8 in. bolts. The 

end railings are interchangeable and each side railing is compatible with 

the other by using this connection ar-rangement. A 16-gauge plate is welded 

to each end rai1ing to Jet as a toe plate in the event that the rail 
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section is moved to an interior position. All railing sections must be de

tached from the platfonn base to transport the base plate into the reactor 

building through the personnel air lock. 
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TEST ASSEMBLIES 

Introduction 

Test assemblies are necessary to support the various activities re

quired to remove the plenum assembly. They are used for checking out 

equipment, training personnel, and demonstrating techniques. Significant 

man-rem exposure savings can be real ized by training personnel before they 

actually work in the reactor building. The geometries througll which spe

cial tooling and inspection equipment must pass are complex, and although 

every effort is made to design tooling and equipment to be compatible with 

these geometries, check.ing out the tooling on test assemblies that realis

tically simulate actual components will allow errors to be found at a point 

when remedial action will not impact the critical work. path. Furthermore, 

test assemblies are required for load-testing critical components, such as 

lifting jacks, and for full-capacity tooling checkout of complex systems. 

There are four major test assemblies: the Interface Test Assembly 

(ITA), the Jack Qualification Fixture, the Jack System Test Assembly, and 

the Final Lift Transfer and Storage Test Assembly. The following sections 

provide the status and description of the various test assemblies required 

to support plenum removal activities. 

Description 

Interface Test Assembly 

As of 1 April 1984, the interface test assembly (ITA) was in the 

process of being fabricated. 

The ITA is a full-scale simulation of a section of the TMI-2 plenum as

sembly, core support cylinder, internals' indexin5 fixture (IIF), and sta

tionary work platform. The configuration of this test assembly accurately 

represents the constraints that will be encountered in plenum removal opera

tions, such as inspecting and removing debris; installing the initial 
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lifting jack, level monitor and video monitors (for plenum integrity and 

plenum separation); performing end fitting separation activities and final 

cleaning (if required); verifying the final free-path; and attaching the 

lifting equipment for the final lift and transfer. The ITA is primarily 

made of grey-colored plastic and grey painted aluminum to simulate the an

ticipated surface conditions of the actual components. The ITA is designed 

for underwater use and will be installed in the Oefueling Test Assembly 

tank at the TMI-2 facilities where it will be used to both check out tool

ing and train personnel. 

Jack Qualification Fixture 

As of 1 April 1984, this fixture had been designed and was in the ini

tial stages of procurement. 

The jack qual ification fixture is a rigid boxlike frame that simu1 ates 

the initial lifting jack seating surfaces on the plenum cover, plenum cover 

ribs, and the top surface of the core support shield flange. This fixture 

is used to load-test and functionally check out individual plenum lifting 

jacks. The jacks are loaded by actuating an opposing hydraulic jack. This 

opposing jack· is positioned under the simulation of the upper surface of 

the core support cyl inder section on which the p1 enum 1 ifti ng jack foot 

. rests. 

Jack System Test Assembly 

As of April I, 1984, fabrication of this test assembly had just been 

initiated. 

The purpose of this test assembly is to check out the entire system of 

four lifting jacks, the control station, hydraulic pumps, level monitor, 

and interconnections comprising the entire initial lifting system. The 

test assembly is a 1 arge steel sty'ucture fabri cated from structural shapes 

and plate sections, that simulates not only the plenum assembly diametral 

and angular spacing into which th4~ jacks will be installed, but also the 

restraints on lateral movement of the plenum assembly during the initial 
1 ift period of the pl enum removal. The jacks on thi s test assembly may be 

operated as a sys tern up to the full (100%) capaci ty of the jack cyl i nders. 

Load is applied through massive steel plates stacked on the test assembly 

as needed. 
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The tooling checkout operations on this test assembly will be per

formed at the Babcock & Wilcox Mt. Vernon facilities where the ability to 

produce a smooth. level lift with four independent jack s wi 11 he demon

strated. As currently p1 dnned. TMI -2 supervi sory personnt~l wi 11 partie "1-

pate in the final jack checkout as part of their training program. Follow

ing checkout, the test assembly will re.lain at Mt. Vernon and w1l1 not be 

shipped to TMI. 

Lift, Transfer, and Storage Test Assembly 

As of April 1, 1984, this assembly had undergone only preliminary 

design. 

The final lift test assembly is needed to verify operability of the 

final lift equipment and the transfer contamination barrier and associated 

equipment before it is sent to the site. It will also serve as a limited 

training facility for site shift supervisors. As will be evident in the 

following paragraphs, this test assembly cannot be transported to the TMI-2 

site. 

This test assembly is, in effect, more of a set of facilities than a 

separate piece of equipment. It will consist of a large vessel filled with 

water; overhead crane and support equipment; and a simulation of the plenum 

assembly. This simulation will comprise a carbon steel cylinder approxi

mately the same diameter and length as the TMI-2 plenum cylinder with a 

steel structure attached to the top to simulate the attachment points for 

the fin~ lifting equipment. Weight will be added to the cylinder to make 

the entire assembly weight equal to the 55-ton design weight of the plenum 

assembly. Additionally, there will be a shortened simulation of the inter

nals' indexing fixture (IIF). 

Assembling and setting up the transfer contamination barrier, storage 

ring, closure mechanism, semi-permanent IIF cover, and lifting equipment 

will be practiced in an adjacent assembly area. The enti re final 1 ift, 

transfer, and storage sequence, including attaching the lifting equipment 

and placing the semi-permanent IIF cover will then be performed in the 

flooded vessel. Thi s test assembly will use Babcock & Wil cox IS Mt. Vernon 

facility which has a large quench pit suitable for these underwater opera

tions. 
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